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Security Planter 

Mark V 
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“Well designed barriers to vehicle 
attack aspire to be unobtrusive 
and blend into the natural 
streetscape as well as relating 
well to the existing landscape.” 

The Willerby Mark V Security Planter is 
a patented internal impact absorbent 
core with a choice of attractive shrouds, 
with options for different designs. 

 Protec ng Crowded Places: Design and Technical Issues  CPNI  2012 
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The first planter development 
undertaken by us was known 
as the Mark 1.  

In response to a request by 
the Canary Wharf Group for a 
planter solution to protect one 
of the buildings on its estate, 
we under took to investigate a 
practical and pleasing solution.  

With a specific brief for the     
development, we designed and 
produced a planter with a 
shroud made of stainless steel 
which was in keeping with the 
HQ building it was required to 
protect.  

The initial design and                 
development of the planter  was 
to accommodate a large semi-
mature tree and went through 
rigorous impact tests.  

Modifications were made based 
on the advice from a number of 
UK Government technical and 
scientific agencies. 

Where as the first planter     
design was suited for large 
scale urban developments,      
further enhancements were 
undertaken to reduce the size 
and to offer wider appeal         
without compromising          
performance.  

From this, we now have a 
modular product equally          
offering a choice of impact    
absorbent security devices 
which can now been deployed.  

 

Tested to PAS 68:2007 impact criteria: V/7500[N2]/64/90:0.0/4.3. 

 

Impact absorbent modular design…. 
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The Mark V is a permanent        
barrier against a penetrative impact  

Deployment 

Made to order, well engineered with quality     
materials 

Ground survey to produce a fully dimensioned 
general arrangement plan for deployment 

Requires reasonably strong ground conditions, 
but no structural work required 

Small footprint makes dealing with uneven 
ground easy 

Self contained unit, limited maintenance required 
and performs well in all weather conditions 

Patented internal impact absorbent core with a 
choice of attractive shrouds with options for    
different designs 

Can be used to manufacture a chicane.   

 

Although temporary vehicle security barriers at times of heightened threat are 
an option for some sites, they have a number of drawbacks.  

These are that their deployment is intelligence based; they require specialist 
equipment and time to deploy; unless stored locally, they would normally need 
to be transported to site; they may be deployed too late if in response to other 
attacks; temporary barrier systems are usually less effective against penetrative 
impact than permanent alternatives which the Willerby Security Planters are. 
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Key Facts on the Willerby  

Security Planter 

 Patented internal impact absorbent core with a 
choice of attractive shrouds with options for        
different designs 

 Stops and immobilises vehicle with no dispersion 
of contents 

 Tested to PAS 68:2007 impact criteria: 

                  V/7500[N2]/64/90:0.0/4.3. 

 Research and development support by UK      
Government Security Advisors 

 Above ground solution, no structural work required 

 Small footprint makes dealing with uneven ground 
easy 

 Self contained unit, limited maintenance required 

 Available in sizes to accommodate small plants to 
semi mature trees 

 Width   1260mm 

 Length up to  2516mm 

 Height up to  1010mm 

 Weight   3.7 tonne 

 Total weight to 6.8 
tonne* 

 Tree capacity up to 12M 
with average girth of 
90cm 

 

* including shroud and         
semi mature tree    
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Willerby Landscapes Ltd 

Bridge Nurseries 

Four Elms 

Edenbridge 

Kent 

TN8 6RN 

 

Tel: 01732 700646 

Fax: 01732 700366 

Email: mail@willerby-landscapes.co.uk 

www.willerby-landscapes.co.uk 
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Contact Us 


